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Abstract
A natural force has been proposed, which is required to prevent the fusion
and disappearance of the discrete electrical charges that are present on electrostatically attached opposing electrical charges. This force may also explain
the repulsion between objects with either matching positive or negative electrical charges. The energy of this force is referred to as KELEA (kinetic energy
limiting electrostatic attraction). KELEA is especially attracted to dipolar
compounds and to other materials with spatially separated opposite electrical
charges. These compounds can be used to increase the level of KELEA in water. KELEA activated water can become an added source of KELEA for objects that are placed in close proximity to the water. It is generally held that
the weight of an object is solely determined by its mass in relation to that of
the earth. Yet, it was previously reported that the measured weight of certain
KELEA attracting objects can undergo considerable variability over time.
This observation is consistent with the concept that KELEA can contribute to
the measured weight of certain objects. The present study strengthens this
concept by demonstrating that the weight of cellulose containing materials,
including paper, cotton fabrics, and wood, is increased if the materials are
placed close to containers of KELEA activated water. It is further shown that
electromagnetic radiation can significantly reduce the added weight of the
KELEA exposed cellulose containing materials. Moreover, the previously
added weight of the materials can be regained by replacing the materials back
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into the KELEA enhanced environment. It is proposed that the electrical
charges that accompany electromagnetic radiation are able to competitively
withdraw some of the KELEA from certain KELEA-enhanced objects. This
effect can be reliably demonstrated using single sheets of writing paper, which
are primarily composed of mechanically-bonded, branched cellulose fibers.
There can be considerable fluctuations of the weight of the materials exposed
to electromagnetic radiation after having been placed nearby to KELEA activated water. The weight instability is interpreted as being due to the electromagnetic radiation also triggering a dynamic process of rapid additions and
removals of significant quantities of KELEA to and from objects. These observations are relevant to the further understanding of KELEA and to the potential health and climate consequences of manmade electromagnetic radiation causing a reduction in the environmental levels of KELEA.
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1. Introduction
As previously reported, there can be fluctuations in the measured weights of
certain objects when the objects are repeatedly weighed over a period of several
days [1]. It was proposed that the increases in weight were due to the involvement of a natural force termed KELEA (kinetic energy limiting electrostatic attraction). The primary function of KELEA is presumably to prevent electrostatically attracted opposite electrical charges from being eliminated by fusion with
one another [2] [3].
Dipolar compounds with separated electrical charges are able to attract
KELEA from the environment [4]. Certain of these compounds can transfer
some of the attracted KELEA to nearby fluids, including water; possibly in an
oscillatory manner. When absorbed into fluids, KELEA can lead to a loosening
of the intermolecular hydrogen bonding, with a lowering of surface tension and
an increase in volatility [5]. The increased volatility of KELEA activated water
can be measured as a faster loss of weight of the activated water when compared
with control water, when the water samples are placed into caped, but not completely sealed, containers [4].
Similar to KELEA attracting and releasing dipolar compounds, KELEA activated water can lead to the increased volatility of added regular water [6]. It can
also activate regular water, which is positioned nearby to KELEA activated water
[7] [8]. Presumably, the loosened hydrogen bonding in the KELEA activated
water adds to the level of electrical charges on the water molecules. This would
result in a greater attraction of KELEA from the environment. Again, possibly in
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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an oscillatory manner, much of the additionally attracted KELEA could be radiated from the activated water. KELEA activated water can, thereby, establish a
heightened KELEA enriched environment.
Approximately two gallons of KELEA activated water in numerous 2 oz bottles and in several larger containers are routinely stored in the same room as an
electronic balance. Various items were selected to be placed near the containers
of KELEA activated water to see if their weight would show a discernable increase. Individual sheets of typing paper were among the items tested. The initial
reasoning for using typing paper was to see if inkjet-printing of multiple lines of
text onto the paper would create linear arrays of negatively charged ink against a
background of essentially neutral or induced slightly positively charged blank
regions of the paper [9]. The multiple charges on the printed sheets of paper
could potentially attract KELEA onto the paper and this would be seen as an increase in the weight of paper from being placed in the KELEA-enriched environment. This predicted increase in the weight of printed sheets of paper was
confirmed, but this was also shown, to a somewhat lesser extent, for blank sheets
of paper on which there was no printed text. More surprising was the relatively
rapid decreasing of the weight of the KELEA exposed paper during the time it
was being weighed in an electronic balance. Similar measurable weight gains
from a KELEA enriched environment and the subsequent weight losses when
placed onto the balance were made with both printed and non-printed cotton
fabrics and with unprocessed wood. The tentative interpretation of the findings
is that KELEA activated water can transfer KELEA to cellulose containing and
certain other materials and that electromagnetic radiation emitted by the electronic balance is able to remove the added KELEA from these materials. This article outlines the experiments leading to this interpretation. The article also discusses some of the likely health and climate related implications of the findings.

2. Materials and Methods
KELEA-enriched environment. Water is routinely being activated by the addition of small amounts of various dipolar compounds, followed by several 10-fold
dilutions and filtration through a zero-residue filter. Occasionally other procedures are used such as electrolysis of copper and silver in a potassium citrate solution. About two gallons of KELEA activated water are routinely stored in the
same room that has the electronic balance. Bringing regular distilled water into
the room will lead to the water becoming activated, as shown by its increased
volatility and the linear dissolving pattern and surface breaking ability of sprinkled particles of neutral red dye [4]. The volatility of water is also assessed by the
rate of weight loss in closed but not completely sealed containers [4].
Weighing. A Sartorius electronic balance (Type 1702) is located in the same
room as the stored KELEA activated water. The balance is used to obtain weight
measurements up to 200 grams with a sensitivity level of 0.1 milligram. The balance was originally purchased from Brinkman Instruments, New York. In some
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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studies, a non-electronic beam balance (OHAUS Dial-O-Gram 310 gm weight)
was used.
Weight-standards. Salter Brass Weights Set (Imperial) Model 063, Salter
Hardwares Ltd., Tonbridge Kent UK, was used to confirm the accuracy and stability of routine weighing measurements using the electronic balance. The
weight standards used to confirm the accuracy of the balance were 0.25, 0.5, 1
and 2 oz.
Paper. Individual sheets of regular 8” × 11” white paper (Basis weight of 20 lb)
were used in most experiments. The sheet of paper was either repeatedly folded
into approximately 2” × 2” size or rolled into a cylinder shape. The folded or
rolled paper was held in place using either a staple or more commonly a small
strip of adhesive tape. The sheets of paper were either left blank (unprinted) or
printed with various texts prior to being tested. An Epson XP-820 Inkjet printer
was programmed from a computer running Microsoft Word software. To maximize the amount of printing, 5 point, Times New Roman font style, was employed with printing on both sides of the page with minimal margins. The
printed pages were allowed to dry for several hours before being tested.
Cotton fabric. Several yards of different colored cotton material were purchased from a local fabric store. The cotton materials were cut into rectangular
shapes, the edges of which could be placed within the margins of an “8 × 11”
sheet of paper. For printing, the edges of the cotton were adhered to the paper
using transparent tape. The paper sheet could then be fed into the printer so that
the printing occurred onto the cotton material. The cotton material could then
be turned over to achieve double-sided printing. Several tee shirts with either an
adhesive applied image or direct to garment (DTG) printed image were obtained
from a local thrift store. The area with the image was cut from the tee shirt and
compared with a similar sized non-printed area from the same tee shirt. The
printed and unprinted cotton materials were either folded into square to rectangular shapes or measured after being added to a plastic cup, whose weight
could be tarred if necessary or simply subtracted from the total weight.
Wood. Store purchased smokehouse wood chips of several individual varieties
of wood including cherry, hickory, pecan, oak, apple, etc., were purchased from
a local store. Either individual chips or a grouping of several pieces of wood were
tested.
Radio. A Nicetex Electronics Ltd., Model NE-368-R, radio with two 5 1/2
square side speakers was used. The radio is powered by 12 Watts delivered from
a 120-volt, 60 Hz household electrical supply. It was manufactured at HiTech
Industrial Park, Hong Kong.
Electromagnetic Field (EMF) Detector, An EMF Detector App was downloaded onto an Apple iphone-6 from the Apple Store. The seller of the App is
Ngoc Que Nguyen. EMF values are measured in microTeslars (μT).
Photos and videos were obtained using a hand-held iphone-6 or either a Sony
or a Cannon camera mounted onto a tripod. The images were captured onto a
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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128 gigabyte Scandisk. In some experiments, a digital timer was placed near the
weight display panel of the balance so that photos and videos could be taken of
both the displayed weight of the balance and the elapsed time.

3. Results
After some initial minor fluctuations, the digital displays of the weight of most
items placed onto the weighing pan of the electronic balance become stable. The
reaching of a stable weight generally occurs within 10 seconds. The displayed
digital reading is then followed by the letter “g” for grams. Unless there are undue movements within the room, the displayed weight of the item will not generally vary by more than ± 0.2 mg over a 30 minutes period. Moreover, the
measurements are consistent upon reweighing the same object and are not affected by leaving the object in the weighing room. This is noted because the
weighing room is where approximately two gallons of KELEA activated water in
multiple 2 oz bottles and in several larger containers are regularly stored. The
multiple samples of water had previously been tested for increased volatility
based on the measured reductions in weight.
The weighing results obtained using single sheets of regular typing paper were
quite different. Rolled or folded paper brought directly into the weighing room
and placed onto the balance would regularly show more minor fluctuations than
did most other objects. This occurred with paper that had either been printed
with text or left blank. The results over the first 40 minutes of such an experiment are shown in Figure 1. The beginning weight of the rolled blank sheet of
paper was 4.7752 gm. At 40 minutes the weight was 4.7751 gm. The maximum
and minimum recorded weights over the 40-minute period were 4.7764 gm and
4.7748 gm, respectively. The variability in weight, therefore, amounted to 0.0016
gm (1.6 mg). The sheet of paper was left on the balance for an additional 35 minutes for a total time of 75 minutes. There was some continuing minor variability as subsequently recorded in 5-minute intervals, but at 50, 60 minutes and 75

Figure 1. Minor variability over a 40-minute period in the weight of a Non-KELEA exposed
sheet of paper.
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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minutes, the weight was the same as the initial weight (4.7752 gm). The rolled
sheet of paper was removed from the balance at 75 minutes.
It was noted that the reweighing individual rolled or folded sheets of paper after they had been left in the weighing room, would yield values higher than were
initially recorded. This observation was consistent with the paper being able to
obtain additional KELEA from the KELEA activated water being stored in the
room. The increase in weight occurred regardless of whether the paper was
printed or blank. For example, the same sheet of paper on which the weight
measurements are recorded in Figure 1 was removed from the balance after the
75-minute period of weighing. It was then placed near to the containers of
KELEA activated water for 30 minutes before being reweighed. As noted above,
the final reading before removing the paper from the balance was 4.7752 gm.
During the 30-minute period near the KELEA activated water, the weight of the
sheet of rolled paper had increased by 4.7 mg to 4.7799 gm.
Leaving this sheet of paper on the electronic balance during the reweighing
process led to a progressive reduction of the weight back to the value at which it
was initially weighed. The loss of weight over the first 15 minutes of the reweighing process is depicted in Figure 2. During this 15-minute period, the
weight of the paper had dropped by 3.8 mg from 4.7799 gm to 4.7761 gm. The
weight continued to slowly fall during the next 15 minutes at which time the
weight was 4.7756 gm, nearly the same as when it was initially weighed (4.7752
gm).
Similar findings have been repeatedly obtained with either rolled or folded
single sheets of typing paper. Figure 3 shows the marked reduction in weight
over a 20-minute period of a rolled printed sheet of paper that was weighed after
it had been left overnight in the weighing room. The weight had dropped from
4.6819 gm to 4.6703 gm, a difference of 11.6 mg. Some of the recorded weights
of this sheet of paper at later time points in this experiment are included in the

Figure 2. Weight loss during the weighing of paper that had been earlier exposed to containers of KELEA activated water.
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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The weight was recorded at various time intervals thereafter. The weights recorded as 40, 50, 60, 90
and 100 minutes on the balance were 4.6634, 4.6611, 4.6591, 4.6586 and 4.6561 grams respectively.
Later after the balance had been turned off and the paper sheet left in the weighing room, its weight
increased to 4.6685 gm.

Figure 3. Weight loss during the weighing of a KELEA exposed sheet of paper.

Legend to Figure 3. Overall, there was a reduction of 25.8 mg from 4.6819 gm to
4.6561 gm. The sheet of paper rapidly regained some of the lost weight by being
placed near to the containers of KELEA activated water. In other experiments, it
was clear that the gain in weight of the paper would not occur if the paper was
taken from the balance and placed in a different room. On the other hand, a
sheet of paper that had shown an increase in weight from being left near the
containers of KELEA activated water would not noticeably lose the added weight
when taken to a different room. The gain and loss in weight of a sheet of paper
are, therefore, dependent upon the presence of KELEA activated water and the
use of the electronic balance, respectively.
An arbitrary criterion was used to establish whether the weight losses during
the weighing of a rolled or folded sheet of paper were to be regarded as meaningful. The criterion was that the losses over a 30-minute period had to be >1
mg per gram of the beginning weight of the paper. Over several months of experiments, this criterion was consistently met with paper that had been left in the
room with the activated water. There were many examples of weight losses during the first 30 minutes of weighing being >4 mg/gram. The 1 mg/gm criterion
was not met for the weighing of freshly prepared rolled or folded sheets of paper,
which had not previously been in the weighing room or, which had immediately
been located outside of the weighing room, after having been weighed for a prolonged period of time. Exceptions included paper that had been placed in an
outside garden setting or had been exposed to other presumed KELEA rich environment (unpublished data). Several individual sheets of rolled paper were
subjected to repeated experiments. These items showed recurring meaningful
gains and losses of weight by being placed near KELEA activated water and then
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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being weighed in the electronic balance, respectively. The quantitative results
from individual experiments varied, however, even when performed using the
same paper item. In spite of indications of an increased sensitivity of printed
paper, the use of blank paper has advantages of convenience and better standardization.
A series of experiments were performed using printed and non-printed cotton
fabrics, which have been weighed directly upon being brought into the weighing
room and/or have been weighed after being stored for some time in the weighing
room near the containers of KELEA activated water. Cotton fabric brought directly into the weighing room for immediate weighing would generally show no
weight loss if left on the balance for several hours. A slight gain in weight was
occasionally noted. Considerable weight gain would progressively occur in pieces of cotton fabric, which were placed nearby to the containers of KELEA activated water. This is illustrated in Figure 4. It shows the increasing weight of a
piece of cotton fabric over the first 6 hours after it was brought into the weighing
room. During this time, the weight increased from 54.2593 gm to 54.3070 gm, an
increase of 47.7 mg.
As anticipated from the studies with paper, there was a significant reversal of
the added weight of cotton fabrics left in the weighing room when the cotton fabrics were subsequently continually weighed in the electronic balance. An example of weight loss upon weighing a piece of cotton fabric that had been left in the
weighing room for several days is shown in Figure 5. Over the first 60 minutes
its weight dropped by 25.3 mg from 13.5392 gm to 13.5139 gm. The weight loss
continued over the next several hours with the weight at 2 and 9 hours after the
start of the weighing being recorded at 13.5076 gm and 13.4905 gm, respectively.
There was no further weight loss over the next hour and, in fact, a slight increase
in weight to 13.4914 gm. The experiment was then terminated by removing the
fabric from the balance.
Similar to the studies on paper, the gains and losses in weight for the cotton

Figure 4. Gain in weight of cotton fabric placed near to containers of KELEA activated
water.
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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Figure 5. Loss of weight during the weighing of KELEA exposed cotton fabric.

fabrics have been in the range of several mg per gm. Unlike with paper, the
weight changes have continued over much longer periods of time, even up to 36
hours. Another difference is that with some of the tested cotton fabrics, there
have been several minutes of delay prior to the beginning of a meaningful decline in the measured weight. Moreover, the rates of weight loss of many of the
tested cotton fabrics have been irregular and sometimes temporarily stalled. Not
infrequently, the decline in weight is temporarily reversed with either slow or
occasionally quite abrupt gains of weight of several mg or even more. Significant
weight fluctuations are especially noticeable towards the lowest recorded weight
and are usually followed by small but significant increases in weight. The rate of
increase in the weight proceeds more rapidly after the cotton fabric is removed
from the balance and placed near the KELEA activated water. The weight of the
cotton fabric only marginally increases when it is removed from the balance and
placed in another room for storage. Again, there was a general sense of increased
sensitivity of printed cotton fabric.
Cotton fabric materials have allowed for some additional experiments. These
included the following. 1) Leaving a relatively large piece of KELEA exposed
cotton fabric inside the balance but away from the weighing pan in the balance
did not affect the weighting of an unrelated item, the weight of which would remain unchanged. 2) Reweighing the cotton fabric, which had been placed in the
active balance, but not on the weighing pan, showed a loss of its measured
weight. 3) A cotton fabric, which showed a marked reduction in its weight in the
electronic balance after it had been stored overnight in the weighing room, did
not show any discernable weight loss when, after it was again stored overnight in
the weighing room, it was subsequently weighed using a beam balance located in
a different room. 4) Significant weight loss of a cotton fabric was achieved by
placing the cotton fabric onto the speaker of a radio in which the volume of
sound was set to zero. The overall weight loss of KELEA weight-enhanced cotton
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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fabrics placed onto the radio speaker was generally greater than that achieved by
the electronic balance. Figure 6 provides an example of the weight loss seen with
a piece of cotton fabric placed onto the speaker of the radio. Similar results were
seen with other active electronic devices including a television set, cell phone
and 120-volt electrical wiring.
An EMF meter was used to confirm that the electronic balance and the radio
speaker would establish an electromagnetic field. High EMF levels were seen
within the electronic balance, which varied from 155 to 578 μT depending upon
the placement of the meter within the balance. Only low levels (<30 μT) were
recorded away from the balance and elsewhere in the room, even when the balance was operating. The EMF level recorded on the speaker of the radio was
higher than that recorded on the electronic balance and ranged from 1453 to
1667 μT. Other EMF emitting devices that could also reverse the KELEA acquired weight gain of cotton fabric included a television, an operating cell
phone, and various electrical outlets. These EMF sources could also reduce the
weight of KELEA exposed paper.
The results obtained with wood chips were similar, although less pronounced
than those seen with the cotton fabric. Small pieces of cherry, hickory and pecan
wood were weighed and then placed close to the containers of KELEA activated
water in the weighing room. They were reweighed at approximately 1, 4, 9 and
21 hours later. Increases in weight occurred within the first hour with additional
comparable increases occurring by 4 hours. The before and after readings of the
three pieces of wood are recorded in Table 1. There were little subsequent
changes in the weight measurements taken at 9 and 21 hours. The weight gains
were not strikingly different for the three types of wood.
The three pieces of wood were collectedly placed onto the weighing pan of the
electronic balance giving a combined initial recorded weight of 7.6462 gm. The
weight of the wood chips was recorded at minute intervals for 40 minutes and

Figure 6. Loss of weight of KELEA exposed cotton fabric that was placed on the speaker
of a radio.
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less frequently, thereafter, till 5 hours and 35 minutes had elapsed. The results
over the first 40 minutes are shown in Figure 7. During this time there was a
weight loss of 6.4 mg. The reductions in weight were interspersed with short periods of actual increases in weight. This fluctuation in weight was similar to that
seen with the weighing of cotton fabrics. The overall weight loss of the wood is
recorded in Table 2. At 5 hours and 35 minutes (335 minutes), the weight loss
was 15.3 mg. The wood items were then taken out of the balance and placed near
the containers of KELEA activated water. Seven minutes later the weight had increased by 3.6 mg to 7.6345 gm. After an additional seventy-seven minutes, the
weight had increased by an additional 4.3 mg to 7.6388 gm. Thereafter, the
weight remained essentially unchanged with a reading of 7.6689 gm at 6 hours
after the wood was taken out of the balance.

4. Discussion
Evidence was obtained in an earlier study for the weights of pieces of aluminum
foil to fluctuate over time, with overall increases in the measured weights [1]. It
was suggested that the added weight was due to the attraction of KELEA by areas
of separated electrical charges, which were presumably present on the aluminum
Table 1. Gain in weight of wood chips placed near to containers of KELEA activated water.
Cherry

Hickory

Pecan

Duration of
Exposure
Hours

Weight gm

Gain in
Weight

Weight gm

Gain in
Weight

Weight gm

Gain in
Weight

0

2.5540

-

2.5064

-

2.5546

-

1

2.5588

4.8 mg

2.5102

3.8 mg

2.5588

4.2 mg

4

2.5667

12.7 mg

2.5164

10.0 mg

2.5647

10.1 mg

9

2.5660

12.0 mg

2.5164

10.0 mg

2.5644

9.8 mg

21

2.5662

12.2 mg

2.5164

10.0 mg

2.5647

10.1 mg

Figure 7. Loss of weight during the weighing of KELEA exposed wood.
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Table 2. Continuing weight loss of KELEA exposed wood at longer times of weighing.
Minutes in the Balance

Weight (gm)

Weight Loss (mg)

-

7.6462

-

40

7.6398

6.4

72

7.6369

9.3

83

7.6358

10.4

98

7.6351

11.1

130

7.6339

12.3

153

7.6331

13.1

200

7.6325

13.7

270

7.6310

15.2

335

7.6309

15.3

foil as a result of partial oxidation. The attraction of KELEA was probably also
facilitated by the increased overall environmental level of KELEA in the room
where the testing was performed. This is explainable because the room was and
is still used to store containers of KELEA activated water.
Preliminary experiments showed variable increases in the weights of small
pieces of humates and related water activating solid materials when they were
simply stored adjacent to KELEA activated water. Inkjet-printed typing paper
was viewed as possibly providing a more easily standardized KELEA detection
system. Inkjet printing is based on the electrostatic binding of negatively charged
ink onto paper or other surfaces [9]. The individual letters on the printed paper
would presumably display the negative charge provided to the ink by the printer,
in comparison to the non-printed regions of the paper. The separated electrical
charges could, therefore, be expected to attract KELEA. Electrostatic painting
onto metals would work similarly, except that the paint is positively charged and
the surface to be painted has a temporarily induced negative electrical charge
[10]. It was, therefore, also intended to test electrostatically painted metals with
discrete fine droplets of positively charged paint for KELEA attracting capacity.
In both study models, the presumptive attraction of KELEA was to be measured
as weight gain. The somewhat surprising result from the first study model was
the variability in weight measurements of regular paper, whether printed or not.
This variability contrasted with the steady and reproducible weight measurements of most items. Along with certain other tested materials, it became clear
that locating even a blank sheet of regular typing paper near KELEA activated
water will lead to an increase in weight, as shown when the sheet of paper is
subsequently reweighed. Moreover, continuing to weigh the slightly heavier
sheet of paper in the electronic balance leads to the relatively rapid reversal of
the prior weight gain. In other words, the added weight of the KELEA exposed
paper was readily reversed during the subsequent continuing weighing of the
paper in the electronic balance. As was predicted, KELEA induced weight gains
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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followed by the electronic balance mediated reversal of the weight gain were also
observed with other cellulose containing materials, including cotton fabrics and
wood chips. The use of blank paper provided better standardization than using
paper with printed text or using either cotton fabrics or wood. Overall, the findings suggest that, similar to humates, zeolites, and metal oxides [3], cellulose can
acquire additional KELEA. Furthermore, the added KELEA can be readily removed or stripped from the energized cellulose by electromagnetic radiation.
The various experiments reported in this article are consistent with this interpretation.
Before elaborating on this interpretation, it is helpful to summarize some of
the recently proposed aspects of KELEA. These aspects extend beyond the presumed primary function of KELEA to prevent the fusion and elimination of
electrostatically attracted opposite electrical charges [2] [3]. For example, it is
likely that the combined level of KELEA on opposing electrical charges is inversely related to the closeness of the charges; with sufficient repulsive force remaining to prevent the annihilation of the finally juxtaposed opposite electrical
charges. The proposed loss and gain of KELEA by approaching and separating
electrical charges, respectively, on interacting chemical compounds may be the
equivalent of what chemists refer to as the exchangeable chemical energy in
linked chemical reactions. In other words, KELEA can be a source of chemical
energy [11]. Consistent with this concept is the observation that KELEA emitting devices can increase the energy yield from the combustion of gasoline and
diesel fuels [12] [13]. Also consistent with KELEA being a net source of chemical
energy, is the abiotic production of lipids and aromatic chemicals in tubes that
were previously used to culture stealth adapted viruses. The infected cells produce alternative cellular energy (ACE) pigments, which persist long after the
cells have died [14]. KELEA attracting ACE pigments can lead to the synthesis of
a wide range of organic compounds including hydrocarbons [14] [15]. Bacteria
can also produce ACE pigments [16].
In addition to KELEA being an alternative (non-food calorie) source of cellular energy, it is likely to be directly involved in normal electrical functioning of
the brain, sensory organs, and muscles, including the heart [17] [18] [19] [20]. It
can add resilience to the unwarranted triggering of tissue-destructive and scaring
inflammatory responses [21]. It can also lead to the regression of cancer through
apoptosis [22] [23]. Indeed, many illnesses can be viewed as resulting from an
insufficiency of cellular energy [24]. On the basis that KELEA provides
life-enhancing benefits, the reductions in KELEA by the increasing manmade
levels of electromagnetic radiation have undoubtedly had serious health consequences.
The environmental levels of manmade electromagnetic radiation have progressively increased in the 20th and 21st centuries [25] [26] [27] [28]. The
enormous increase is estimated to be several million-fold. The major examples
of increases in electromagnetic radiation have been the widespread uses of miDOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.103015
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crowaves and radio waves in local and distant communications; light pollution;
the requirements for electrical power by numerous machines and other devices;
and electrical energy transmissions, some of which occur within the ground
(dirty electricity) [29]. By evoking the local formation of electrical charges, the
increasing electromagnetic radiation has presumably reduced the availability of
KELEA for various life forms, including humans, animals and plants. As noted
above, given the many important biological functions attributed to KELEA, this
will likely have many consequences. Indeed, a significant number of individuals
attribute symptoms of their chronic illnesses to electropollution [26] [27] [28].
The findings in this paper imply that symptomatic relief for these individuals
will likely be achievable through the consumption, inhalation, and both the direct and indirect exposure of the skin to KELEA activated water [30] [31] [32]
[33] [34]. Clinical benefits should also come from various devices able to create a
KELEA enhanced environment.
The current study raises interesting new topics for further study. Cellulose can
now be added to the increasing array of natural products, which appear to have
the capacity to variably attract KELEA. This is interesting since cellulose is one
of the most abundant organic compounds on earth [35]. It is a polymer formed
by the beta glycosidic covalent linkage of glucose molecules. The glucose molecules in cellulose retain separated electrical charges, which can engage in hydrogen bonding. Cellulose is the major component of plant cell walls, including the
wood in trees. It also comprises much of the fibrous tissue in plants. Cotton is
almost pure cellulose that provides a protective and dispersal mechanism for the
seeds of the cotton plant [36] [37]. Paper and cotton fabrics are manufactured
from the cellulose of trees and of cotton plants, respectively. In the formation of
paper, the longer tree-derived cellulose polymers are disrupted into smaller units
[38] [39] [40]. These units recombine to form mechanically interacting branched
polymers. This would, presumably, lead to more exposure of free electrical
charges and could explain why paper responds more quickly to the KELEA
enriching and KELEA stripping environments than do wood and cotton fabrics.
More so than with paper, wood and cotton fabrics can show brief periods of increasing weight while in the electronic balance. These weight increasing periods
are interspersed with the more prolonged periods of declining weight and tend
also to occur after the lowest weight is recorded. The findings are suggestive of
competing KELEA addition and removal processes. The rather abrupt increases
of several milligrams over 1 - 2 seconds in the weight of some cotton fabrics are
also consistent with competing processes. It is reasonable to assume that different materials can variously attract and/or be stripped of added KELEA. Indeed,
preliminary data support the idea that certain materials may actually be able to
capture some of the KELEA, which is presumably normally associated with electromagnetic radiation. It will be interesting to compare the KELEA-delivering
and removing capacities of various frequencies of electromagnetic radiation on
different materials.
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It is generally assumed that photosynthesis is the primary source of energy for
plants [41]. The apparent attraction of KELEA by cellulose can be viewed as a
potential additional primary source of energy for plants. For example, it could be
that increasing natural electromagnetic radiation from the sun in early spring
could help in the release of some of the KELEA attracted to the cellulose of deciduous trees. The suggested release of KELEA from the tree cellulose into the
tree’s fluid compartments may contribute to the energy required for the rather
spectacular rapid springtime formation of leaves by deciduous trees. Specifically,
the released KELEA could possibly increase the permeability of the circulating
fluids that supply nutrients and remove metabolic waste products from the tree.
A natural energy augmenting function can similarly be envisioned for cellulose
polymers in cotton. The widespread use of cotton in clothing and even as prayer
cloths [42] is of further interest.
It is postulated that KELEA is being delivered to the earth in association with
the charged particles comprising cosmic rays [43]. KELEA may, thereby, contribute to the ionization of atmospheric aerosols, leading to the formation of
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Partial stripping of incoming KELEA by electromagnetic waves in the upper atmosphere could, therefore, potentially lead to
a reduction in cloud formation. Lower level clouds are known to reflect some of
the sun’s thermal energy back into space. A reduction in cloud formation can,
therefore, potentially lead to global warming. Some climatologists have argued
that the intensities of cyclones, which are referred to in some locations as hurricanes, and of tornadoes, have increased over recent decades. There are still uncertainties as to the precise triggering of these events. The observed episodes of
abrupt changes in the measured weights of certain objects could reflect similar
phenomena occurring in Nature. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to suggest a
linkage of rapidly changing atmospheric levels of KELEA with the local formation of cyclones and tornadoes. Wilhelm Reich advanced the idea that an energy,
which he referred to as orgone and which is probably the same as KELEA, was
able to alter the path of a hurricane [44].
The increases in weight of certain compounds from non-contact exposure to
activated water and the progressive reductions in the added weight when the objects are being weighed in an electronic balance, require a rethinking of the concepts of weight and gravity. According to current theory as proposed by Einstein, weight is simply a passive reflection of the relative distortion of spacetime
by the objects with that caused by the earth [45]. Objects are supposedly attracted to one another solely by the resulting curvature of the spacetime between
the objects, and not as presumed by Isaac Newton to an unknown external or
emitted force, which attracts distant objects. Nicolas Fatio in the 17th century
and Georges-Louis Le Sage in the 18th century proposed an external pushing
force coming from every direction [46]. Objects could potentially partially shield
one another from the force acting in the area between the objects. The objects
would, therefore, be pushed towards one another. This theory was abandoned
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mainly because it was wrongly assumed that the shielding would be a reflection
of surface area rather than the mass of an object. The observed reversible reductions in the displayed weight of certain objects, together with periods of rapid
and seemingly erratic fluctuations in the displayed weight, are clearly indicative
of an additional component to weight beyond the distortion of spacetime. It may
be time to revive some of the earlier considerations of Fatio and Le Sage [46].
As noted above, the results have major implications for the possibility of an
overall decline in the health and vitality of all life forms. This decline may be
corrected by the more widespread, routine use of KELEA activated water in humans, animals, and agriculture [30] [31] [32] [33] [34]. Efforts to achieve this
goal are underway.

5. Conclusion
The results and discussion in this paper add to a better understanding of a natural force termed KELEA (kinetic energy limiting electrostatic attraction). Specifically, it supports an earlier notion that KELEA can add to the measured weight
of certain materials. It also confirms that KELEA activated water can transfer
energy to certain nearby objects. Increases in weight were shown for cellulose
containing materials, including paper, cotton fabrics, and unprocessed wood, by
simply being placed near KELEA activated water. The increases in weight were
reversed by exposing the materials with the added weight to electromagnetic
radiation, including that resulting from the use of an electronic balance. KELEA
can be a source of chemical energy, as well as a means of increasing the permeability and nutrient delivery of the intra- and extracellular fluids in all life forms.
Levels of manmade electromagnetic radiations are continuing to greatly increase. This has likely lowered the availability of the life promoting benefits of
KELEA to humans, animals, and plants. This deficiency is potentially correctable
by increasing the input of KELEA, including through the use of KELEA activated water. The article also postulates that, because of increased manmade electromagnetic radiation that a reduction has occurred in the cosmic rays delivery
of KELEA to the lower atmosphere. This would likely reduce the amount of
cloud formation contributing to global warming. The rate of decline in the
weight of cotton fabrics while on an electronic balance was irregular and frequently interrupted by periods of partial and sometimes abrupt reversals. This
suggested a dynamic and somewhat erratic KELEA addition and withdrawal
process, which could also contribute to climate change. Another basic science
implication of the results is a revival of the idea of a pushing gravity as previously proposed by Fatio and Le Sage. The article provides a simple approach to explore many of these interesting and important topics.
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KELEA—kinetic energy limiting electrostatic attraction,
ACE—alternative cellular energy,
EMF—Electromagnetic Field,
mg—milligram,
μT—microTeslars,
Hz—Hertz,
oz—ounce,
lb—pound,
”—inches.
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